1. Founded by brothers Timothy and George in 1883, it originally made flour, but it moved on to its best known product in time to introduce it at the 1904 World's Fair. Among its products today are the GourMayo line, worcestershire sauce, and fried onions and potato sticks. But it is best known for its initial product and its four related varieties: honey, honey dijon, sweet & zesty, and spicy brown. Promoted since 1921 with a red pennant logo, name, FTP, this brand of best-selling yellow mustard.
ANS: _French's_
2. He was the AL Comeback Player of the Year in 1993, when with the White Sox he hit 16 homers and drove in 45 runs. In 1989 he was named All-Star MVP, as he became the first player since Willie Mays to hit a home run and steal a base in the same All Star Game. That also made him the last Kansas City Royals All Star to get a hit in the mid-season classic. Name, FTP, this two-sport star who hit a home run in his first White Sox at bat, a year after hip replacement surgery necessitated by an injury sustained while playing running back for the Oakland Raiders. 
ANS: Vincent "Bo" _Jackson_ 

3. He robs and kills Minn Matrone to keep his mom in the Green Grove nursing home, but later learns that his Aunt Dotty, a nun, is actually his mother. He would skip her funeral, but reconcile with the woman who raised him after seeing a vision of the Virgin Mary at a strip club. He has also killed a consigliere named Mikey Palmice, and, most notably, wiseguy turned FBI informant Sal "Big Pussy" Bonpensiero. Played by Tony Sirico, name, FTP, this character from The Sopranos with a food-related nickname. 
ANS: _Paulie Walnuts_ or Peter Paul _Gualtieri_ 
4. Its credits include an entry for stick insects named Cheech and Chong, with the legend “May they rest in peace.” It almost wasn’t made when its director left notebooks planning it in a cab, but they were returned to him. The winner of seven Goya Awards, it tells the story of Ofelia, who during the waning days of World War II is told by the Pale Man that she is a princess of the underworld, but must complete three tasks to prove herself worthy. Winner of Oscars for make-up, art direction, cinematography, name, FTP, this Mexican film directed by Guillermo del Toro.
ANS: _Pan’s Labyrinth_ or _El labertino del fauno_
5. They are named for a South African soccer team that was the previous stop for a captain of their hometown team, Leeds United. Originally named Parva, they formed in 1997 but didn't release a single until 2004, when they released the self-recorded "Oh My God." That and "I Predict a Riot" were both included on their debut album, Employment, though they have found their widest audience with a single from their current album, Yours Truly, Angry Mob. Name, FTP, this group founded by Nick Hodgson, Simon Rix, and Nick Baines that is behind the song "Ruby."
ANS: _Kaiser Chiefs_ 
6. Among its concept cars are the Fuse, a sport coupe that features drive by wire technology and integrated WiFi capability, and the t2B, which has bench seats and a sliding door like a minivan. Introduced in 2002, its first models were offered in the summer of 2004 in California, with a later roll-out on the East Coast. All units sold are done so using "Pure Price," where the printed price includes all costs, and with only one level of trim, although there are over 40 accessories that can be added on to customize the vehicle. This summer will see the introduction of the xD, which will join the tC and the second generation Xb wagon. Name, FTP, this line of cars created to bring Gen-Y consumers to Toyota.
ANS: _Scion_
7. Her love life is complicated - while at the Desi Awards she mistakes the squinty looks from a younger man for flirting, when they were really due to his not wearing his glasses. Twice she is bought at a charity auction by the sons of her neighbor and social rival. She would later find romance with real estate developer Steve Sitwell, who she met in spin class.. For a time she had the controlling interest in the Bluth Company, making GOB president as they were an item. This is some of the background of, FTP, what character on Arrested Development played by Liza Minelli? 
ANS: Lucille _Austero_ or _Lucille 2_ 
8. They've won 8 of the 11 games of the Honda SuperClasico, a derby competition against the team that shares their home pitch. Winner of the 2001 and 2005 US Open Cup, they have appeared in five MLS Cups, the most recent in 2005, when they became the first team to win the trophy while having the worst record of all playoff teams. Run by GM Alexi Lalas, their roster includes Cobi Jones, Landon Donovan, and a recent signing from Spain. Name, FTP, this MLS club that is now the home side of David Beckham.
ANS: Los Angeles _Galaxy_ (prompt on just Los Angeles) 
9. A native of Quitman, Texas, she moved to New York after graduating high school, prompted in part by the death of her brother Robbie due to leukemia. She gained entrance to the Actor's Studio thanks to cousin Rip Torn, and made her major film debut in 1973's Badlands, the film where he also met her future husband, Jack Fisk. Three years later she picked up her first Oscar nod, and four years after that, she'd notch her only win as one of only 11 actors to win while portraying a living person. She hasn't been nominated for anything for her more recent films, like North Country and Tuck Everlasting, but she did garner four more nominations after her win, for films including Missing, Crimes of the Heart, and, most recently, In the Bedroom. Name, FTP, this actress best known for playing the title character in Carrie and for playing Loretta Lynn in Coal Miner's Daughter.
ANS: Mary Elizabeth "Sissy" Spacek
10. It was created in the 1950s by Frenchman Andre Cassagnes, who called it the Telecran before its current maker renamed it for its 1960 launch. It works by putting a stylus on orthagonal rails, which are moved by a series of pulleys attached to two controls on the front of the unit. As it moves, the stylus scrapes off the thin layer of aluminum powder coating its screen. Styrene balls help to re-coat the screen evenly when you flip it over and shake it to clear the image you made. Traditionally red, name, FTP, this dual-knobbed toy made by Ohio Art.
ANS: _Etch A Sketch_ 
11. He recently sang at the wedding of Australian businessman James Packer, his second wedding performance. The first, at Brian Mulroney's daughter's wedding, led to his first record deal. He subbed for Tony Bennett to perform "Call Me Irresponsible" - perhaps drunkenly - on the past season of American Idol. More recently, his album It's Time has sold over 5 million copies world-wide, and features covers of "Feeling Good" and "Save the Last Dance for Me." Name, FTP, this Canadian crooner best known for the song "Home." 
ANS: Michael _Buble_ 

12. The first book in this series saw the title organization combat an anti-unification group in Korea that had a nuclear weapon, while the most recent one, subtitled Eagles of War, saw them tackle bombings that may have been instigated by the Chinese government. Headquartered along the Naval Reserve flight line at Andrews Air Force Base it was originally led by former L.A. mayor Paul Hood until he was transferred to the White House. The books are written by Jeff Rovin, but attributed to the series creator. Name, FTP, these techno-thrillers about the National Crisis Management Center, created by Tom Clancy.
ANS: Tom Clancy's _Op-Center_ 

13. He voiced Hugh St. John Alastair Parkfield, future husband of Lisa Simpson. He is one of the few actors to play the same character on three different TV shows, as he played Dr. Jeffrey Geiger on one episode each of Homicide and Picket Fences before becoming a regular on Chicago Hope. More recently seen as Rube, the post-life boss of Georgia on Dead Like Me, he will no longer be seen on his most recent show, which he quit citing both creative differences and personal reasons. Such is the TV career of, FTP, what actor who played FBI profiler Jason Gideon on Criminal Minds.
ANS: Mandy _Patinkin_ 
 
14. It was first suggested by Herman Sayger in 1933, and it would get its first test in a NCAA game during a 1945 Columbia-Fordham match-up. Three leagues used it in the 1960s, most notably the ABA.  It was adopted for international play in 1984, two years before the NCAA put it in for all leagues. The NBA put it in beginning in 1979, with Chris Ford of the Celtics being the first player in league history to hit one. Name, FTP, this scoring chance which, depending on the level of play, comes from a shot between 19 feet nine inches and 23 feet six inches away from the basket.
ANS: _three point_ shot or _three-pointer_ 
15. It was founded by W. W. Hodkinson, who also came up with its logo. In 1916 it merged with the Famous Players Film Company and the Lasky Feature Play Company, and shortly after it introduced "block booking," which forced theaters to buy a year's worth of films in order to get the pictures with the biggest stars.  The government banned this practice in 1940, and broke up its network of studios and theaters 8 years later. Money troubles in the 1960s saw its sale to Gulf & Western, with the new leadership squeezing out old blood like Adolph Zukor in favor of Robert Evans, and after he left the studio would hire the likes of Barry Diller, Jeffrey Katzenberger, and Don Simpson. Now a Viacom company, it bought DreamWorks in 2005. Name, FTP, this last movie studio located in Hollywood, known for legends like Cecil B. DeMille and its mountain logo.
ANS: _Paramount_ Pictures

16. Their last concert, 1996's Farewell to the World, drew over 100,000 fans to the area outside of the Sydney Opera House. The 2005 suicide of drummer Paul Hester, along with the release of a DVD of that final concert, put the members of the group back in touch, and with the hiring of former Beck drummer Matt Sherrod they recorded their first new album in a decade, Time on Earth. Name, FTP, this group led by Neil Finn, best known for 1980s hits like "Something So Strong" and "Don't Dream It's Over."
ANS: _Crowded House_ 

17. January 2006: arrested on three counts but only charged with carrying a concealed weapon. June 2006: arrested for DUI. Also June 2006: arrested for providing alcohol to minors back in April, for which he later serves two days in prison. September 2006: not arrested, but is seen puking when teammate Odell Thurman is pulled over and arrested for DUI.  2007 hasn’t gone much better, thanks to his 8 game suspension. This is part of the rap sheet of, FTP, what Cincinnati Bengals wide receiver?
ANS: Chris _Henry_

18. It had CPUs nicknamed Tom and Jerry, and after its retail life it was modified to run the coin-op games Area 51  and Maximum Force. It was developed by John Brennan and John Mathieson, and first hit the streets in New York and the Bay area in late 1993 at a price of $249.99. It quickly outsold the 3DO, but soon ran into problems, including a serious bug with its memory controller and an overly-complicated player controller sporting 15 buttons. There was also a dearth of games for it, though it did find some success with Tempest 2000, Wolfenstein 3D, and its best-selling title, Alien vs. Predator. Its failure marked it's maker's last foray into hardware, and it was shelved in 1996. Name, FTP, this console that, despite claims of being the first with a 64-bit processor, did not reignite the fortunes of Atari.
ANS: _Jaguar_

19. It spurred the Stark Hyperspace War, getting help from the planet Eriadu's military at the behest of Senator Ranulph Tarkin and finally defeating Star at the Fifth Battle of Qotile. They tried to colonize a moon named Alaris Prime, but were driven out by natives of its home planet. Contract-Scribe Gilramos Libkath was killed at the Battle of Genosis at the start of the Clone Wars, though their alliance with the Confederation of Independent Systems did them little good, as at the end of the wars Darth Sidious ordered the death of Viceroy Nute Gunray and its other leaders, orders carried out by Darth Vader. Name, FTP, this organization whose blockade and invasion of Naboo at the behest of Sidious provided the action for Star Wars Chapter I: The Phantom Menace.
ANS: _Trade Federation_

20. They appeared on the 2005 Take Action tour in support of their first major-label album, with a lineup that included guitarist Tim Lopez and drummer De'Mar Hamilton. They would be on the Warped Tour bill and on the Nintendo Fusion Tour in 2006, supporting an enhanced EP named for their breakout single from the album All That We Needed. Formed in 1997 by guitarist Dave Tirio and lead singer Tom Higgenson, name, FTP, this Chicago-area band best known for their single "Hey There Delilah."
ANS: _Plain White T's_ 

21. Hailing from Seattle, she gained her most-notable power from either Marc LeGrand, with whom she stole an Egyptian artifact, or Professor Jason Woodrue via injections. She would later team up with Woodrue in his guise as the Floronic Man to sell high-grade marijuana and attempt to make hemp the basis of the world economy. Member of the Suicide Squad and the Injustice Gang of the World, she is assisted by Holly and Eva and is friendly with Harley Quinn. Born Pamela Isley, name, FTP, this Batman villain who is immune to all toxins and can kill by secreting her own during a kiss.
ANS: _Poison Ivy_ 

22. On this show, the title character lived for five months with Andell Wilkerson, proprietor of The Den, after a blow-up with her father. The conflict also involved her being sent to Bridgewood prep school, and when she reconciled with her dad he let her go back to her original high school, helped in part by her stepmother being its assistant principal. Once she graduated from Crenshaw High she didn't go on to Santa Monica College, but postponed so she could take a job at Vibe. The show that spun off The Parkers, name, FTP, this UPN sitcom starring Brandy.
ANS: _Moesha_ 

23. They are nature's way of saying "boo-ya," can take you to cloud 10, are somewhere between super and duper, and are a ticker tape parade for your soul. Generated by a namesake gland, they motivate blood cells, cause muscles to move in celebratory ways, and are hard to remove once in the blood; the website blames Rocky VI and reunion tours on this property. Released as the result of success in a shopping pursuit, name, FTP, these colorful substances with eyes and mouths, ostensibly discovered by researchers at eBay.
ANS: _Windorphins_

1. FTPE, given an airline, name the TV show you would find it on. 
a. TransAlliance 
ANS: The _Loop_ 

b. Fresh! 
ANS: _Mile High_ 

c. Total Bastard Airlines 
ANS: _Saturday Night Live_ (of the David Space "buh-bye" skits) 

2. Since 1880, only three players have held the mark for most career hits in major league baseball. 
a. On a 5-10-20 basis, name those three players. 
ANS: Pete _Rose_, Ty _Cobb_, Adrian "Cap" _Anson_ 

b. While Rose and Cobb are still first and second on the all time list, Anson is now 7th on the list of career hit leaders. FFPE, name any two of the four players between Cobb and Anson.
ANS: Hank _Aaron_, Stan _Musial_, Tris _Speaker_, Carl _Yasztremski_ 

3. FTPE, name these related movies.

a. This 2006 film saw Jesse Metcalf play the title character, whose cheating ways have pissed off three of his exes, who plan to break his heart the way he brother theirs – but not literally, as the title implies.
ANS: _JohnTucker Must Die_

b. A turf war in Oakland between Asian and African-American gangs turns to love when a man seeking to avenge his brother’s death falls in love with the daughter of the rival gang leader. This 2000 film was Jet Li’s first English-language starring role, and Aaliyah’s final one before her death.
ANS: _Romeo Must Die_

c. This 1987 Troma offering sees Eleanor “Mama” Washington look to avenge the death of her son at the hands of beach-dwelling skinheads in this postapocalyptic stinkfest.
ANS: _Surf Nazis Must Die_

4. FTPE, answer these questions about notable college commencement addresses that never happened. 
a. He did not speak at MIT's graduation in 1997 - Kofi Annan did - and has not delivered an address starting with an appeal for wearing sunscreen. His speech was actually a Chicago Tribune article written by Mary Schmich.
ANS: Kurt _Vonnegut_ 

b. He did speak at St. Louis University's commencement this year, and did use some of his noted sayings - he opened his speech by saying returing to St. Louis was "deja vu all over again" - but the transcript making the email rounds was actually a faked address that was a St. Louis Post-Dispatch column.
ANS: Yogi _Berra_ 

c. Larry Ellison, the CEO of this computer company, did not address the graduates of Yale in 2000 by calling them all potential losers. Yale didn't even have a commencement address that year! 
ANS: _Oracle_ 

5. I know I said not to write about Paris Hilton, but it's late and I'm desperate. Kind of like her on an average night. FTPE:

a. This comedian recently expressed regret at joking about Hilton's jail term while Hilton was in the audience of the awards show she was hosting, the MTV Movie Awards.
ANS: Sarah _Silverman_

b. Hilton appears on the inside cover of Zeitgeist, the first album by this band since 2000. She appeared because Paris and the band's lead singer are friendly and have hung out a few times, according to him.
ANS: _Smashing Pumpkins_

c. Cashing in on post-prison Hilton is this sex tape, which will be re-released with an added hour of footage and commemorative prison packaging.
ANS: _1 Night in Paris_

6. FTPE, answer these questions about third party Presidential candidates. 
a. She was starting to form her own campaign after ascending to the Presidency due to the death of Teddy Bridges. We'll never know if this Connecticut native won, as ABC cancelled Commander in Chief after one season. 
ANS: Mackenzie _Allen_ 

b. US Senator Howard Stackhouse mounted a third-party run at the Presidency on The West Wing, but bailed due to ballot access issues and meager support, making him a perfect heir to this midwestern state's legacy of loser Presidential candidates. 
ANS: _Minnesota_ 

c. In this film, Robin Williams plays Tom Dobbs, the host of a satirical TV show on politics, who is elected President when his third-party candidacy benefits from a glitch in a touch screen voting system. Jeff Goldblum, Laura Linney and Louis Black co-star.
ANS: _Man of the Year_ 

7. FTPE, given the first two lines of a song by The Who, name it.

a. "Out here in the fields/ I fight for my meals"
ANS: _Baba O'Riley_ (do not accept Teenage Wasteland)

b. "We'll be fighting in the streets/ With our children at our feet"
ANS: _Won't Get Fooled Again"

c. "No one knows what it's like/ To be the bad man"
ANS: _Behind Blue Eyes_

8. FTPE, name these plays named in ESPN.com's ranking of the top 100 plays in college football history. 

a. At number 100 was a series of plays, during which two Marshall lineman carried this quarterback between plays in a comback attempt against Akron in 2002. He was being carried because he'd broken his leg earlier in the game.
ANS: Byron _Leftwich_ 

b. At number 50 wasn't a play but the bestowal of this nickname on the Notre Dame backfield of Elmer Layden, Don Miller, Jim Crowley and Harry Stuhldreher by Grantland Rice. 
ANS: _Four Horsemen_ 

c. Play number 10 was Miami defending a two point conversion try by Nebraska in the 1984 Orange Bowl. This coach turned Congressman called the conversion as he didn't want to win his first national title with a tie. He didn't; it just came 10 years later.
ANS: Tom _Osborne_ 

9. A going away party for a guy named Rob is interrupted by a brief blackout, noise, and some shaking. It’s originally reported as an earthquake, but turns out to be something else entirely – something that can blow up the Chrysler Building and decapitate the Statue of Liberty. FPTE:

a. This is the general plot of the trailer for an upcoming movie produced by this man, the creative force behind Alias and Lost.
ANS: J. J. Abrams

b. The trailer first aired in theaters before this recent release.
ANS: Transformers

c. The only identifying information in the trailer was its release date 1-8-08, but the film is generally referred to by this name which, like The Parasite and Slusho, is said to be a working title only.
ANS: Cloverfield

10. Written from sources including chapter 21 of The Simarillion, pieces from Unfinished Tales, and stories told to his son Christopher, it is the author's first book since 1977, no mean feat given that he died in 1973. FTSNOP: 
a. FTP, name this work set in the First Age which follows its title character as he fights Morgoth and the curse Morgoth put on his descendents.
ANS: The _Children of Hurin_ 

b. FFP, name the author of The Children of Hurin, who set the story 6500 years before the action in The Lord of the Rings. 
ANS: JRR _Tolkein_ 

c. F15P, this illustrator provides all the artwork for The Children of Hurin, just as he did for past editition of The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit. He won an Oscar for Best Art Direction for his work on The Return of the King.
ANS: Alan _Lee_ 

11. FTPE, name these Adult Swim programs.

a. This title duo, a bad detective and a self-proclaimed master of disguise, try to solve crimes and get women while driving around in CARR, a talking AMC Pacer.
ANS: _Stroker and Hoop_

b. This group of heroes fights for people of all colors except for white, unless they’re Jewish. They often face off against the White Shadow and other obviously discriminatory foes. Members include Dr. Wang, Chinese Human Calculator, and El Jefe.
ANS: _Minoriteam_

c.   Described as Davey and Goliath meet South Park, this claymation show follows the title character as he tries to apply the lessons learned in that week’s sermon, often with blasphemous results.
ANS: _Moral Orel_

12. FTPE, answer these questions about the Six Flags amusement park chain.

a. Several of the parks, including Six Flags New England, St. Louis, Great America, and Great Adventure, all have water parks attached to them that use this name.
ANS: _Hurricane Harbor_

b. In 2004, the chain introduced Mr. Six, an elderly man in big glasses and a tux who would dance to this song by the Vengaboys. 
ANS: _We Like to Party_

c. Several Six Flags parks featured a roller coaster with this reptilian name. The one at Darien Lake was the first, while the ones at Great America - the only wooden one with this name - and Magic Mountain - the tallest multi-loop coaster in the world - are the only ones still standing. 
ANS: _Viper_

13. Given the role, name the movie in which Christopher Walken plays the baddie.

a. Hatcher, the megalomaniacal mine operator who is looking for a treasure and opressing the locals - until he gets tangled up with The Rock, who is on hand to bring Seann William Scott's character back to the US.
ANS: The Rundown

b. Vincenzo Coccoti, a drug kingpin who gets to talk at length about being Sicilian and their ability to lie while pursuing Clarence Worley (played by Christian Slater) to get his cocaine back.
ANS: _True Romance_

c. Bobby Cahn, a slick and underhanded record producer who tries to steal Cassandra from the title character of this sequel.
ANS: _Wayne's World 2_

14. FTPE, name the US Olympians who struck gold in Athens in 2004. 
a. Both of the gymnastics all-around competitions were won by Americans. Name either winner.
ANS: _P_aul _Hamm_ or Carly _Patterson_ 

b. He buzzed home as the "world's fastest man" after taking the 100 meter dash title, but was later grounded for 8 years due to positive steroid tests.
ANS: Justin _Gatlin_ 

c. This duo brought home the only gold in volleyball, winning the women's beach title.
ANS: Kerri _Walsh_ and Misti _May_ (also accept Misti _May-Treanor)

15. Movies where a heart transplant is a major plot point FTPE. 
a. In this 2000 movie, a widower played by David Duchovy finds love again in a waitress played by Minnie Driver - who just happens to have recieved the heart of Duchovny's dead wife when she died in an accident.
ANS: _Return to Me_ 

b. Denzel Washington chews scenery as a father who takes a hospital emergency room hostage until his son gets a heart transplant in this 2002 film. 
ANS: _John Q_ 

c. Norm Macdonald and Artie Lange play buddies who become revenge for hire specialist in order to raise the money for Macdonald's dad's heart transplant in this awful 1998 film directed by Bob Saget.
ANS: _Dirty Work_ 

16. FTPE, name these beers by Miller.

a. Produced under the Plank Road Brewery name, this beer was somewhat darker and heavier than the average American beer, but it was still pretty much crap lager, and not the color the name suggested. It is not related to the former New Jersey Arena Football League team, at least formally.
ANS: _Red Dog_

b. Introduced in 1903, it is Miller's oldest brand. This pilsner calls itself "The Champagne of Beers", and current ads suggest that you savor it.
ANS: Miller _High Life_

c. This is Miller's economy label, though those who drink it are more likely to refer to it by adding the letter 'a' to the second word in its name.
ANS: _Milwaukee's Best_

17. FTPE, answer these questions about the crazy schemes of Cosmo Kramer.

a. He tried to go into business with Poppie to open a restaurant where diners would make this on their own. It never opened as they disagreed as to whether or not cucumber was an acceptable topping.
ANS: _pizza_

b. He pitched an idea for a cologne that smells like this to Calvin Klein. They appeared to reject the idea, but actually stole it for their own use.
ANS: the _beach_ or _ocean_

c. Among the time saving ideas Kramer had was the installation of this in his shower, as it would allow him to wash himself and prepare salad at the same time.
ANS: _garbage disposal_

18. Some of _The Office_ actors are doing pretty well with outside projects. Others... aren't. FTPE, answer these questions on the latter group. 
a. Rainn Wilson played a science teacher in this Bob Shaye-directed adaptation of a 1943 short story where two kids gain powers and intelligence from a found box of toys.
ANS: The _Last Mimzy_ 

b. This movie not only starred Jon Krasinski, but its cast also included Brian Baumgartner (Kevin), Mindy Kaling (Kelly), and Angela Kinsey (Angela). In it, Jon's character is engaged to Mandy Moore's character, but they are put through wedding counseling hell by Reverend Frank, played by Robin Williams.
ANS: _Licence to Wed_ 

c. Not to dump on Rainn Wilson, but he also appeared in this crapfest that had Luke Wilson playing a man who had broken up with G-Girl, and honest to God superhero who uses her powers to make Wilson's life hell. 
ANS: _My Super Ex-Girlfriend_ 

19. Remember when the Boston Celtics didn't suck? Neither do we. FTPE:

 a. While it seems like a million years ago, the Celtics last made the playoffs in 2005, where they lost their first round series 4-3 to this team that had swept them the previous year.
ANS: _Indiana Pacers_ (accept either)

 b. It's almost inconceivable that the Celts made it to the conference finals in 2002, but then again, this is the Eastern Conference. They lost 4-2 to this team that would lose in the finals.
ANS: _New Jersey Nets_ (accept either) 

c. The last time the Celtics won a NBA title was in 1986 - when some of you might have even been born - to this team that would pick up a couple of titles in the 1990s.
ANS: _Houston Rockets_ (accept either) 

20. FTPE, given sections of a magazine, name it FTPE.

a. Fashion Police, Hot Pics, Hot Stuff, Stars - They're Just Like Us!
ANS: _Us_

b. Chatter, Style Watch, Star Tracks, Scoop
ANS: _People_

c. The Mission Calendar, The Way to Eat, Books That Made a Difference, What Do I Do Now?
ANS: _O_, The Oprah Magazine

21. FTPE, name these movies about or involving a submarine that are not Yellow Submarine.

a. Americans pretending to be Nazis try to take over a German sub that is in distress, and have almost succeeeded when another German sub torpedoes them, forcing them to try to escape in the damaged German sub. Matthew McConaghuey, Bill Paxton, and Jon Bon Jovi star in this 2000 film.
ANS: U-571

b. Rebels have taken over Russian nuclear missle silos, and an order comes through for the submarine in this movie to fire its missiles. A follow-up message is unclear. A young first officer played by Denzel Washington stages a mutiny to prevent the captain, played by Gene Hackman, from firing the missiles without confirmation.
ANS: Crimson Tide
				
c. Unorthodox Lt. Commander Tom Dodge finally gets his own submarine to command - in this case the USS Stingray, an old boat recommissioned for war games against modern subs. If Dodge can defeat them, he'll get a proper command. Kelsey Grammer, Lauren Holly and Rob Schneider star in this sad excuse for comedy.
ANS: Down Periscope

22. I had the misfortune of being in England during the Concert for Diana. Answer these questions on acts that performed there FTPE. 

a. One of the more hyped performances was for this 1990s group, whose reunion is marked by the single "Shine" and the absence of former front man Robbie Williams.
ANS: _Take That_ 

b. He opened and closed the concert, but did not play "Candle in the Wind." 
ANS: Elton _John_ 

c. This actor and comedian had to deal with the most problematic technical glitch, which forced him to turn a seven minute slot into more than 15 minutes, which he did by dancing and singing a song that David Bowie had perfomed on Extras.
ANS: Ricky _Gervais_ 

23. Nothing like the last bonus for complete randomness. FTPE, answer these questions written from the first three trashy pages I came up with by clicking on the "random page" link at Wikipedia.

a. David Printz is a Swedish hockey player who has spent most of his US career playing for this team, the American Hockey League team of the Philadelphia Flyers.
ANS: _Philadelphia Phantoms_ (accept either)

b. Dominic Purcell plays this character, the man set up and convicted of killing the brother of the Vice President of the US, on Prison Break.
ANS: _Lincoln_ Burrows

c. This DC Comics hero, the heir or protege of a similarly named hero, has the same power as the main hero, but wears a different yellow and red suit and has exposed hair rather than a head covering, which must cause some wind resistance problems. This hero is a member of the Teen Titans, and in the Kingdom Come alternate universe the hero is named Iris, the daughter of the current main hero.
ANS: _Kid Flash_

